
RESCUE “WALK AROUND”  

FEATURES
- This rescue unit with its large storage capacity (670 cu. ft.),  

 assembled on a Spartan chassis, offers all the space needed  

 to store equipment.

- Its design makes it different from traditional rescue vehicles,  

 with access to huge compartments located on top of the unit.

- It is equipped with a ladder that deploys in the form of a  

 staircase, in addition to a swinging ramp giving safe access  

 to the compartments.

- A multitude of shelves, drawers and extendable panels allows  
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- A very large central drawer in the rear allows all the space  

 in the centre of the vehicle to be used.

- A hydraulic generator with a telescopic mast with lights  

 mounted on top and equipped with a number of power  

 outlets makes this vehicle autonomous in any situation.

- The space in the cab interior allows various types of  

 intervention teams to be organized, in addition to  

 communications equipment, various consoles, etc.

- An electric awning on the side offers protection from  

 rain or sun, as required.
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- MFD MetroStar Spartan Custom chassis

- 350 HP engine

- 3000 EVS automatic transmission

- VMUX electrical multiplex system 

 with LED lights

- 18 ft. long modular aluminum body 

- Roll-up doors
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(HEAVY)

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
EXT-101



FEATURES
- This vehicle offers total equipment storage space of 530 cu. ft. 

- This rescue vehicle, able to transport a complete team,  

is a smaller version of the heavy model.

- The compartments are arranged according to the preferences  

of each customer, in a combination of drawers, shelves, 

extendable panels, etc.

- Secure access to the top of the vehicle allows the total volume  

of compartment space to be substantially increased,  

offering 125 cu. ft. of extra space. 

FEATURES
- A compactly designed rescue unit for rapid interventions  

 and locations where space is tight.

- In spite of its reduced dimensions, this vehicle possesses  

 a very large storage space for rescue and other equipment.

- The interior arrangements are organized according to  

 customer requirements and maximized by means  

 of drawers, shelves, panels, etc.

- Also available with roll-up doors.

- M2-112 Freightliner Commercial Chassis

- 330 HP engine

- 3000 EVS automatic transmission

- VMUX electrical multiplex system with LED lights

- 14 ft. long modular aluminum body 

- Roll-up doors
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- 4x4 5500 Dodge RAM chassis

- Cummins 6.7 L engine

- Automatic transmission 

- VMUX electrical multiplex system with LED lights

- 12 ft. long modular aluminum body 

- Flush doors
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RESCUE “WALK AROUND” 
(MEDIUM)

RESCUE “WALK AROUND” 
(LIGHT)

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
EXT-102

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
EXT-103


